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The coronavirus outbreak is foremost a human tragedy. At the
time of writing, there have been more than 1,900,000 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in 185 countries and governments
have launched unprecedented public-health responses, implementing rigorous measures to contain the virus.
At the same time, the pandemic has triggered the fastest and
most severe economic shock in our recent history. The pandemic has disrupted manufacturing supply chains and upended services sectors like travel, tourism, leisure, hospitality, and
transport. Governments are scrambling to contain the implications of the economic fall-out while trying to stabilize economies through public-policy responses.
The situation is still dynamic, evolving by the day and the
longer-term implications for damages to livelihoods, businesses
and companies are unclear. What the next normal will look like
is subject to speculation at best.
As such, some of the views in this article may fall out of date.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND A SCENARIO FORWARD
Two months ago, the world economy seemed poised for further steady growth. The US economy enjoyed another year of
record-low unemployment and appeared well prepared for the
expected cyclical slowdown in growth. Financial markets were
confident, trade and political tensions the main issues for most
economic commentators.
Now all bets are off. As the COVID-19 pandemic spreads around
the globe, its potential to derail the world economy has become
increasingly clear as large parts of economic activity came to a
sudden halt in China, Europe and the US.
Rigorous public-health responses are impacting both the demand and supply side of the economy. Wide-ranging restrictions on passenger transportation and labor mobility are especially impacting the tourism, leisure + hospitality sectors, as
well as education services, while factory and office closures,
or reduced activity are hitting global manufacturing supply
chains. As consumers and businesses alike face growing uncertainty, many are deferring non-essential consumption and
investments.
In the US, payroll employment saw its largest monthly drop in
March, at a time when the impact of COVID-19 was just starting to be felt. Initial claims for unemployment insurance was
6,606,000 in the week ending April 4, which compares to the
previous high of 695,000 in October 1982. This unprecedented
spike in claims illustrates the depth of the layoffs across the
country, as millions of Americans have been advised or ordered
to “shelter-in-place” and businesses deemed “non-essential”
have been shuttered. As of March, US stock markets saw a 30%
decrease, credit markets have seized up and default risk is rising in the corporate sector.
The final tally of job losses, the size and persistence of economic damage, and the speed and strength of recovery will be
critically dependent on the duration of the pandemic and the
interaction of public health and economic interventions, which
at this stage we cannot predict.
On the public policy side, a first emergency relief package has
been enacted, which the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
estimates will result in $7.6 billion of discretionary spending between 2020 and 2030, which is judged to be too insignificant to
make a meaningful difference. A second bill, the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act provides for testing, unemployment
benefits, and paid sick leave.

law at the end of March. The package includes loans to both
small businesses and large companies, as well as direct payments of up to $1,200 for individuals. The package also includes
enhanced unemployment aid, including for self-employed individuals and gig economy workers.
On the back of the economic fallout, forecasters have revised
their predictions significantly downwards for this year. IHS for
example now expects the US economy to contract by 13% in
Q2 2020, forecasting an overall decline in the economy of 1.7%
in 2020. This predicts a downturn that is more severe than the
financial crisis but much shorter-lived, with growth returning in
Q4 2020.
The recovery scenario is uncertain. The situations will inevitably
vary by country and region. The majority of forecasters currently expect a gradual recovery to begin in late summer 2020,
when the rate of new cases of COVID-19 is expected to dwindle
and economic activity restarts. A firmer rebound in economic
activity is not expected before the fourth quarter of this year.
This is an optimistic but not unlikely scenario, in which:
•

Effective public health interventions initially succeed but
localized future outbreaks cannot be prevented and social
distancing restrictions are maintained regionally for several
months.

•

Effective public policy interventions partially offset economic damages, a financial crisis is largely prevented, allowing economic activity to start a gradual recovery in
summer.

Of course, the uncertainty surrounding these projections is immense and other more extreme negative scenarios can also be
conceived. Severe structural damages to the economy, caused
by a prolonged spread of the pandemic combined with a failure
of public policy response, widescale bankruptcies, unemployment, and a financial crisis cannot be excluded.
We will continue to monitor the depth and length of disruption,
and the shape of the recovery locally and in countries that were
exposed early in the pandemic.

A third bill, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill was signed into
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CONSTRUCTION IMPACT
Like every other sector of the economy, the coronavirus pandemic is having a significant impact on the construction industry. Sites are being shut down and projects across the US
are being delayed, put on hold or cancelled, affecting workers,
businesses and capital programs.
These impacts vary by location, asset type, stage of the project
and the parties involved. Generally, sectors such as commercial,
leisure and hospitality, education, as well as transportation related projects are especially hit by the current crisis, as demand
has been impacted. This will affect investors and their view on
project risk in the near to medium term.
Whether or not projects can continue depends partly on state
or local authorities’ shelter-in-place orders and the sectors’

designation as an essential industry, which allows a continuation of work rather than a shut down.
At the time of writing, most projects in New York, Pennsylvania,
and Washington have come to a halt on state order. At the local level, work stoppage directives vary. In March, Boston shut
down all construction and other areas in Massachusetts, e.g.
Cambridge followed suit.
Other states consider construction “essential,” with some exceptions. For example, in California, construction is generally
deemed essential, especially residential projects, but some
large commercial projects have been put on hold. Figure 1
shows current construction related restrictions by state.

FIG. 1: US STATE COVID-19 PANDEMIC BUSINESS RESTRICTIONS – CONSTRUCTION STATUS
As of 7 April 2020

Source: ENR, ConstructConnect, Dharam Consulting

The industry entered 2020 facing increasing headwinds and we
expected a wider slowdown in industry work and a lower rate
construction price escalation in most locations.
However today, there is much more uncertainty about what lies
ahead for the construction supply chain.
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As the Covid-19 pandemic continues to spread, implications for
the construction industry are playing out daily, mirroring the
wider economy. It is too early to assess the longer-term impact
on companies, projects and supply chains. Nevertheless, we are
monitoring the following industry impacts.
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TABLE 1: IMPACTS OF COVID-19 DOWNTURN
Project Delays

Construction Demand

Site closures and work stoppage orders imposed by authorities
differ by state, but all locations are seeing projects being delayed
or put on hold as industry uncertainty spreads.

Demand for construction projects is negatively affected, as
project owners become more risk adverse and reconsider their
space and investment requirements, especially in the commercial, leisure and hospitality, as well as institutional sectors.

Market Activity

Project delays and cancellations have broad ripple effects
throughout the sector, with construction employment taking the
immediate hit and companies going out of businesses, impacting industry capacity, which is still recovering from the 2008
Recession.
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Labor

Supply Chains

The pandemic is impacting labor on several fronts:
•
Workforce shortages due to illness and preventative quarantines.
•
Reductions in site workforce, site supervision and general
costs, to mitigate reduced cash flow incurred due to project
slowdowns or suspensions. Site shutdowns mean that construction companies across the supply chain may have to
increasingly lay off staff and laborers, with the industry and
businesses losing much needed skills. So far, our industry
contacts do not report large scale layoffs, but the question is how long their cash reserves are able to cover full
overheads without applying for any site work and monthly
applications for payment.
•
Increased health and safety requirements on projects where
work progresses means fewer people on site and office staff
at home, with projects invariably facing delays.
•
Skilled labor shortages have been a persistent issue in the
industry, which may be exacerbated once work restarts
but labor mobility restrictions are being maintained over a
longer period.

Over the past two years, the industry has dealt with the impacts
of more restrictive trade policy and import tariffs on building
material supplies.

Project Finance

Contractual arrangements

As workflow slows, sites are being closed and business cash
flows dwindle, lenders will become more cautious about financing construction projects because of the uncertainty surrounding
the solvency of companies and the completion of projects. This
is likely to particularly affect the residential, as well as commercial sectors.

Some project owners may be exercising their contractual rights
to terminate or suspend projects (partially or fully) in light of the
work stoppage orders and increased risks in order to mitigate
adverse economic impacts.

The current health crisis is bringing additional disruptions to
global and domestic supply chains, as manufacturing and production have been hit by stoppages. While economic activity
appears to be restarting in key supplier nations such as China,
supply chain disruptions for some products are likely to remain
apparent for some time. In particular, we expect procurement
to become more difficult for key MEP products. For contractors
with vulnerable supply chains this is likely to lead to longer lead
times and potentially higher material costs.

At the same time, contractors and subcontractors are set to
reserve their rights for preliminary claims for added costs and
time of performance, substantial completion, liquidated damages, etc. under force majeure and other claim-related provisions of
their contracts. Contractors will have to take special note of any
force majeure provisions that would allow work to be suspended or terminated when certain extenuating circumstances arise.
Whilst the pandemic was unforeseeable it may not necessarily
constitute a force majeure event under some contracts.
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IMPACT ON CONSTRUCTION PRICING
Market Outlook Assumptions
We recognize the impact that this global health crisis has on
the US construction sector, its supply chain and business cash
flows. We also recognize the balance of where the project funds
and cash might be needed in the short term to help companies,
organizations and institutions to keep business continuity, but
also to survive in some instances.

the pandemic continues and projects remain on hold. What we
do see are both inflationary and deflationary forces on contractor bid submission prices.
Upward pressure on bid prices
•

Nevertheless, we want to highlight our view on the impact on
construction pipelines and what this means for bid prices.

•

To make any confident prediction about length, scale and
depth of the impact would be speculation. As such, our view is
based on a cautiously optimistic but not unlikely scenario that
assumes the following:

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Resumption of workload in mid-2020 with work levels
not significantly reduced compared to pre-pandemic
expectations.
Productivity constraints associated with social distancing (e.g. site operating procedures, longer schedules,
higher H&S costs).
Supply chain crunch for key materials, e.g. MEP once
projects re-start.
Loss of industry capacity for labor and equipment due
to a prolonged halt in industry activity.
Increased demand for union membership due to work
insecurity.

Despite being the bellwether of the wider economy, construction should fare better than other industries. In many
locations construction is considered essential and should
continue where other sectors may be forced to shut down.

Downward pressure on bid prices

Some disruption will continue, with local COVID-19 outbreak recurring throughout the year, halting and/ or slowing work on site periodically in 2020/ 21/

•

Fiscal stimulus and other health and safety related mitigation actions will allow a restart of economic activity and
reduce the need for a complete lockdown, offsetting some
of the damage caused by the slowdown.
Restrictions start to be lifted towards the end of Q2 2020
and we expect projects that were on site but put on hold
to ramp up fairly quickly to complete as soon as possible.

•

Projects that were meant to commence in summer/ fall
2020 may be reconsidered in light of potential changes
in demand, with clients expected to take a wait-and-see
approach and potentially commence these projects in late
2020 /spring 2021 once a broader recovery takes hold.

•

Industry capacity can be mostly retained through government support programmes and expectations of a broader
resumption in work later this year

•

Prolonged social distancing measures will impact productivity among CM’s, subcontractors, project managers and
other players in the construction supply chain.

•

Industry collaboration allows for flexible risk-sharing contracts during the pandemic and beyond.

Impact on bid submission prices
In our recent market reports for different locations in the US, we
predicted a reduction in bid price escalation in most markets
for this year (with indicators that bidding would become more
competitive in the summer of 2020).
With the outbreak of the pandemic and construction activity
on site disrupted in the best-case and fully halted in the worst
case, we expect many projects that were planned for starts this
summer and fall to be postponed, hitting 2020 and 2021 order
books and revenues of Construction Managers.
It will be hard to predict the bottom of the market, as long as
www.dharamconsulting.com

•

•
•

•
•

Bidding on tenders among subcontractors has started
to drop significantly. Planned starts are deferred to late
2020 and early 2021.
Delayed recovery, with contractors chasing work and
clients able to pick sourcing at very competitive prices.
Contractor margin reduction in a more competitive
market.
Overall level of work is reduced due to lower demand
and confidence, resulting in lower demand for labor and
materials.
Lower commodity prices.
Stronger US Dollar (safe haven).

We believe the inflationary pressures to be significant to the
extent that we do not believe that contractors will be able to
‘discount’ these costs, in particular in light of their increased
risk exposure. As such, we expect construction prices in the
year ahead could be volatile, with prices on some projects and
some locations maintaining their current levels, while others are
expected to fall due to reduced workload, which may result in
tension between estimators having to reflect higher costs and
directors trimming tenders to secure projects.
Our central forecast scenario for this year is for prices to flatten,
which is a significant shift compared to our previous forecast,
where we expected bid submission price escalation to slow but
to remain firmly positive.
A review and consolidation of programmes of work is currently
evident in the market. Some clients are choosing to continue
their capital programmes but at a slower pace. Others again
are choosing to press ahead and capitalise on potentially lower costs that are available in the market because of increased
competition and lower input costs. Projects that are ready to
take advantage of a competitive bidding market looking for
work will likely receive much better value construction than
those that do not.
Consequently, we recommend the continuation and completion
of planning and design work during the present COVID-19 outbreak. We believe the firms that manage to complete design
services during this time will be left with a good choice of when
to bid a project; with better CM bidding coverage but more importantly more competitive sub- contractor coverage.
4

In a scenario where the recovery is as steep as the current drop
off in activity, projects that were placed on hold could all simultaneously come online again, which may result in a sharp spike
in design and construction costs.

companies have had to make any layoffs over the course of the
summer for 2020 and beyond.
This article reflects our perspective as of April, 14, 2020. We
will continue to monitor the situation as it evolves.

This impact on bid submission prices could be exacerbated if

Boston
Status of construction
Construction considered non-essential. Boston was one of the
first cities where all work was ordered to stop by Mayor Marty
Walsh. A ban on building has now been extended “until further
notice”. Exceptions include emergency projects such as roadwork. There are other exceptions in the city. For example, work
continues on the Seaport District where projects are built on
land controlled by the Massachusetts Port Authority. In contrast
to Walsh, Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker classified construction work as “essential”, meaning construction work can continue with COVID-19 related health and safety restrictions.
Outlook for workload + prices
Construction activity in Boston peaked at the end of 2019 and
the development pipeline of new work had started to moderate, reflecting a decrease in the value of construction starts in
2019, a trend that was widely expected to continue this year.
The downward trend in the flow of work has now sharped and
contractor revenues are expected to decrease more significantly than previously thought. The pace of bid submission price
escalation is now expected to slow more significantly, with prices falling moderately in the second half of this year, as contractors cut margins and capacity constraints previously seen in the
market ease. We expect bid submission prices to be flat overall
this year and next, unless the rebound in work occurs sooner
and sharper than we currently anticipate.

New York
Status of construction
Initially construction was considered “essential” and contractors
were exempt from the state-wide shutdown. On March 27, the
governor issued an updated order, suspending most residential
and commercial construction. Emergency repairs and work on
infrastructure, hospitals, and affordable housing is permitted to
continue.
Outlook for workload + prices
The local construction project pipeline has started to slow with
the completion of major projects in 2018 and 2019. Similarly, bid
submission price escalation peaked in 2018 and begun to trail
off modestly in 2019. Both downward trends were expected to
continue this year and the pandemic is set to accelerate the
decrease in workload and price escalation, as demand and labor
capacity ease, despite the official continuation of work. Overall, we expect bid submission price escalation of 2% in 2020
and 2021, down from 4% and 3.5%, respectively in our previous
central forecast scenario. A stronger than currently anticipated
reduction in workload would see prices flatten this year.
5
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Philadelphia
Status of construction
Deemed non-essential on March 21 by the state governor of
Pennsylvania, with construction ordered to halt. Restrictions
have been relaxed slightly for emergency repairs and construction of healthcare facilities. On March 22, the City of Philadelphia issued a “stay-at-home” order, which remains in effect until
further notice. As of March 29, the “stay-at-home” order has
been expanded to 22 total counties. The order does not apply
to essential businesses or to essential personal activities previously set forth by the Governor and the Mayor of Philadelphia. Critical projects have since been given a green light by
the Pennsylvania government to get restarted, including several
large transportation related projects. All projects being restarted have to comply with COVID-19 jobsite safety plans.
Outlook for workload + prices
We anticipated bid submission prices to slow to 2.5% in 2020,
as the number of large projects out for tender was expected to
decrease and construction work peaked in 2019. We maintain
this view, but lower moderately our forecast for bid submission
price inflation to 1% in our central forecast scenario. In the absence of a longer than currently expected downturn, we do not
anticipate prices to decrease this year and next. Large masterplan projects will continue to sustain local workflow, but these
are phased over long time periods and roll-out will be subject to
market demand. We suspect that changing market conditions
will push the delivery time of some of these schemes backward.

Washington D.C
Status of construction
On March 24, 2020, Mayor Muriel Bowser issued an order directing the closure of all non-essential businesses through to April
24, 2020. Construction is not categorically exempted, but commercial and residential construction, as well as infrastructure
work are deemed essential and can continue to operate for now.
Outlook for workload + prices
We anticipated a moderation in bid submission price inflation to
2.5% in 2020, as the number of large projects on site decreases
from its 2019 peak. We did not anticipate prices to decrease
over the next three years. The construction market in the D.C.
area has not been and is not overly busy by regional standards,
though large masterplan projects sustain a steady level of work.
As the roll-out of these projects are subject to market demand,
we expect a slowdown in the flow of work, rather than a cancellation of projects. In light of recent market developments, we
downgrade our forecast for bid price escalation moderately to
1% this year and next.
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Dharam Consulting is an Independent Construction Consultancy
specializing in providing proactive and value adding Cost and
Risk Services that contribute towards successful outcomes for
our clients and their projects. (A registered MBE company)
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